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The radio source Sagittarius A∗ (Sgr A∗), is thought to be a supermas-
sive black hole located at the centre of our Galaxy, 1,2 that is accreting gas
from the surrounding region. Using the high inferred accretion rates,3 how-
ever, standard accretion models4 are unable to explain the low luminosity
and observed spectrum from Sgr A∗.5−8 A new accretion model has been
proposed – an advection dominated accretion flow (ADAF),9−12 where most
of the accretion energy is stored in the gas and lost into the black hole. The
gas therefore has a two–temperature structure10,13,14 with the protons being
much hotter than the electrons. The model explains the low luminosity from
Sgr A∗15−18 and most of the millimeter to hard X–ray spectrum, but has had
serious difficulty in agreeing with the low energy radio observations.18 Here
we report an emission process associated with the protons that naturally
resolves the observed discrepancy. This provides, for the first time, obser-
vational evidence for a two–temperature plasma in hot accretion flows, and
gives strong support to the idea that an ADAF does accrete onto a 2.5× 106
solar mass black hole at the Galactic Centre.
Figure 1 shows the most up to date observations from the Galactic Centre.18 The
spectrum rises at radio and sub–millimeter frequencies ν ∼ 109 − 1012 Hz, where most
of the emission occurs, and has a sharp drop in the infrared. The X–ray observations
comprise of a possible detection at soft X–ray energies, and firm upper limits in the
hard X–rays. The X–ray error-box corresponds to uncertainties in the observed photon
index which lies between 1.0 and 2.0.18 At very high energies, EGRET has observed
gamma–ray emission from the Galactic Center region.8 However, due to the low angular
resolution of the measurements, ∼ 1
◦
, the observations should perhaps be considered as
upper limits.
The spectrum from a two–temperature ADAF is determined by the cooling proper-
ties of the protons and electrons in the flow. The protons are at virial temperatures at
all radii (Tp ∼ 10
12 K close to the black hole), and cool by creating neutral pions,19 while
the electrons have much lower temperatures (Te ∼ 10
9.5 K) and cool by various optically
thin processes, viz. synchrotron, inverse Compton and bremsstrahlung radiation.11,20
Figure 1a shows the spectrum from the ADAF model of Sgr A∗in ref. 18. The
spectrum fits the sub–millimeter to hard X–ray spectrum quite well, but fails to explain
the non–uniform radio spectrum. The radio spectral dependence is well represented by
Lν ∝ ν
0.2 up to ν ∼ 43 GHz, which subsequently rises to Lν ∼ ν
0.8 for ν >∼ 86 GHz.
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ADAF models of Sgr A∗have always been unable to account for this break, and are sub-
stantially underluminous at frequencies below ∼ 86 GHz. This poses a serious problem.
The observed excess of radio emission (beyond what the model predicts) has usu-
ally been attributed to a weak jet of material that might emerge from the ADAF; jets
are known to be strong radio sources. High resolution radio observations, however,
have ruled this out, 22−24 which severely constrains any outflow models. In this case a
rather ad hoc electron temperature profile might be needed to account for the excess ra-
dio emission,18 which is probably unphysical. More importantly, recent high resolution
measurements constrain the actual size of the emitting region.5,22 These observations
require large brightness temperatures in excess of 1010 K to explain the observed flux at
43 GHz and 86 GHz. In an ADAF, however, the electron temperatures are always well
below 1010 K at all radii, 11 and therefore cannot account for these high temperatures.
This apparent problem is solved by considering another emission process associated
with the protons. In addition to producing neutral pions, energetic proton collisions can
also create charged pions which subsequently decay into positrons and electrons (e±).
This had been neglected in earlier work since these particles do not produce significant
amounts of gamma–ray emission.19
The high energy e±, however, can interact with the magnetic fields in the ADAF
to produce synchrotron emission from radio to hard X-ray energies. Since the pions,
and therefore the e±, are created by proton–proton collisions, the energy spectra of the
protons and e± are related. This allows a direct investigation of the assumption that
the protons have a different average temperature than the electrons, and at the same
time determines if the e± are created in sufficient number, and with the right energy, to
produce the observed radio emission.
For the present discussion, we assume that the energy spectrum of the protons is
represented by a power–law distribution, N(Ep) ∝ E
−s
p with index s. The index is
generally between 2 and 4, and we set it to s = 2.75, at the cosmic ray value, suggesting
that a similar acceleration mechanism might be at work in ADAFs.19 The results are
insensitive to the exact value of s.19
The rate of production and energy spectrum of the e±, R(E), is determined by the
frequency of proton collisions as well as their energy spectrum. For the assumed power–
law proton distribution, the energy distribution of the e± is shown in Figure 2. The
spectrum rises at low energies, turns over at E ∼ 35 MeV, and, as expected, extends as
a power–law, E−s, with the same energy dependence as the parent proton distribution.25
Since the created charged pion has a mass of ∼ 140 MeV and decays into four particles,
one of which is an electron or positron, we expect that on average the e± should carry
away one fourth of the total energy available ∼ 140/4 = 35 MeV.26 This is an expected
turnover which is characteristic of e± production, and is shown in Figure 2.
Determining the synchrotron emissivity from the e±, requires a knowledge of their
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steady state energy distribution N(E). At a given energy E, the colliding protons pro-
duce R(E) electrons and positrons. However, since the e± cool by synchrotron radiation,
they lose their energy very efficiently, and the steady state distribution is therefore deter-
mined by the competing effects of the creation and depletion of particles. This requires
that the net flux of particles between two energies be equal to their rate of injection,
d[N(E) E˙S(E)]/dE = R(E), where E˙S(E) is the total synchrotron cooling rate as a
function of energy.27
Using the steady state distribution N(E), the e± synchrotron spectrum, from the
ADAF around Sgr A∗, is shown by the dotted line in Figure 1b. The spectrum rises
at low frequencies, turns over, and extends as a power–law at high frequencies. The
spectral break at ν ∼ 1015 Hz is a direct consequence of the turn over in the e± energy
spectrum shown in Figure 2. At high frequencies, the spectrum is optically thin and
has a spectral dependence Lν ∝ ν
−s/2. The spectral slope therefore depends on the
proton index s, which is a direct consequence of the e± having a steady state distribution
N(E) ∝ E−(s+1).27 At lower frequencies, the expected optically thin spectral dependence
is Lν ∝ ν
−0.5 which corresponds to N(E) ∝ E−2.27 However, in an ADAF, the emission
at these low frequencies is self–absorbed by the plasma and the resultant spectrum shown
therefore has a different spectral dependence.
The solid curve in Figure 1b represents the total radiation from the ADAF which
includes this spectrum. At high frequencies >∼ 10
13 Hz, the synchrotron emission con-
tributes to, but does not significantly change the total luminosity. In particular the
agreement with the X–ray flux is not affected, and the additional infrared flux is still
well below the stringent upper limits.
At lower energies the result is striking. The emission reproduces the required spec-
tral break at ∼ 86 GHz, is able to account for the “excess” radio emission below this
frequency, and diminishes sufficiently quickly at lower frequencies to agree with the ra-
dio upper limit at 400 MHz. Since the emission at each radio frequency in Figure 1a
corresponds to a black body spectrum at a given radius,11,20 the total spectrum shown
by the solid line in Figure 1b indicates that ADAFs produce more emission at a given
frequency than the local black body spectrum. The excess emission is from the high
energy electrons radiating at larger radii. This resolves the problem with the low en-
ergy radio emission completely. No outflow model is needed to account for the observed
emission, and the high brightness temperatures inferred5,22 are easily accounted for by
the non–thermal origin of the emission.
The quite good agreement with the radio observations, suggests that the emission
observed is most probably from the hot protons in the ADAF. However, before drawing
any conclusions, it is interesting to examine the essential ingredients required to explain
the radio spectrum. Assuming that the dynamics of the flow are determined, reproducing
the radio spectrum requires high energy electrons (or e±) with energies ∼ 100 MeV at
all radii. In an ADAF, this requirement is naturally satisfied. Assuming that viscosity
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primarily heats the protons into a power–law distribution at all radii, the production
of high energy e± with the same energy is completely determined by only the nuclear
physics of particle collisions and decays.25,26 In particular, the shape of the e± spectrum
(cf. Figure 2) is fixed throughout the flow. It is interesting that the number of e±
produced is also in the right amount; a natural consequence of the proton collision
time being longer than the accretion time. While shorter collision times would produce
excessive amounts of e± which would result in too much radio emission, much longer
collision times would result in too little radio emission.
The agreement of the theory with the observations depends on two basic assump-
tions of ADAFs that have always been debated: (1) the existence of a two temperature
plasma, and (2) that viscosity preferentially heats the protons. It is interesting that
for the first time, we have quite good observational evidence that the first assumption
is probably true. This is because the radio to hard X–ray spectrum is determined by
emission processes associated with both the protons and electrons, at their respective
temperatures. If the temperatures were the same or markedly different from their cal-
culated values, the resulting spectrum would be completely different and fail to explain
any of the observations.
The second assumption is supported by the present results, and can be discussed in
terms of δ, which is the fraction of viscous energy that heats the electrons. The baseline
model in ref. 18 set δ ≃ 0.001, and showed that for δ > 0.01, too much radiation is
produced, and the electron spectrum does not agree with the observations. Here, for the
first time, we have a radiation mechanism that accounts for the other fraction (1 − δ)
that heats the protons, and have shown that the agreement with the low energy radio
spectrum requires the amount of energy transferred to the electrons to be small. This
shows, for the first time, that the average energy of the protons is most likely virial.
While past work has attempted to answer both these questions theoretically,28−33
the results here provide indirect observational evidence that these assumptions are prob-
ably valid. Further, theoretical models which reach contrary conclusions are probably
based on assumptions that are not valid in ADAFs.18,34 The present results could there-
fore be used as tools to aid future theoretical work in resolving these complex questions
in plasma physics.
The present results have assumed that all the viscous energy is deposited into a
power–law proton distribution, which might seem improbable. However, if half the
viscous energy were transferred into a power–law distribution, and half into a thermal
one, the number of e± created reduces only by a factor ∼ 2,19 and the results presented
here do not change significantly. Therefore, while the agreement with the radio flux
requires a power–law proton distribution, it does not require all of the viscous energy to
be deposited into the power–law protons.
It is interesting that the good agreement with observations comes from a model in
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which both the viscous hydrodynamics and radiative processes have been included self–
consistently. Previous models that have attempted to explain the observed spectrum
have either been phenomenological35−37, made simplifying assumptions, such as ignor-
ing the angular momentum of the accreting gas3,38,39, or, as noted previously,18,40 have
errors in the synchrotron calculation which renders the resulting spectrum suspect.3,39
The ADAF models therefore provides us with a unique self–consistent framework which
enables accurate prediction of spectra from accreting black holes.
We stress that there is no fine tuning in the present results. While previous work on
ADAFs has not included the e± synchrotron radiation, the results presented here show
that this process is essential to explaining the observed non–uniform radio spectrum.
The model used is identical to that presented in ref. 18, and we have simply taken into
account an additional physical process and emission mechanism in the two–temperature
ADAF. It is quite remarkable that using the same parameters as in ref. 18, an emis-
sion mechanism associated with the protons is able to naturally reproduce the entire
radio spectrum including the observed spectral break at ∼ 86 GHz. The agreement of
the theory with the observations, encourages us to take the natural explanation and
conclude that Sgr A∗is in fact a 2 × 106 solar mass black hole that is accreting via a
two–temperature ADAF.
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Figure Captions:
Figure 1a:
The spectrum of Sgr A∗: The horizontal axis is the log of the frequency and the vertical
axis is the log of the energy at that frequency. The measured fluxes were converted to
luminosities assuming a distance of 8.5 kpc to the Galactic Centre. The data are the
most up to date compilation of observations taken from ref. 18. The arrows represent
upper limits, and the box at frequency ∼ 1017 Hz represents the uncertainty in the
observed photon index. The solid line is the spectrum from the baseline ADAF model of
Sgr A∗used in ref. 18. The ADAF parameters are α = 0.3, β = 0.5, M = 2.5× 106M⊙,
and M˙ = 7.2 × 10−6M⊙/yr. Here, α is the viscosity parameter
41, β determines the
strength of the magnetic field, and is defined so that (1− β) is the ratio of magnetic to
total pressure, M is the dynamically measured mass of Sgr A∗42,43, and M˙ is the mass
accretion rate. For frequencies <∼ 10
20 Hz, the spectrum is determined by the individual
optically thin cooling processes of ∼ 109.5 K thermal electrons, while for ν >∼ 10
20 Hz
the spectrum is solely due to the decay of neutral pions. The discrepancy of the model
to the observations above ν ∼ 1020 Hz is not considered serious since it is unclear at
this time whether the ∼ 1
◦
beam of EGRET is detecting a point source or some diffuse
emission. These observations should therefore be considered as upperlimits rather than
detections of a central source.
Figure 1b:
The solid line represents the total spectrum from the ADAF around Sgr A∗, which
includes the present results. The parameters used are identical to Figure 1a. The
dotted line represents only the synchrotron emission from the e±.
Figure 2:
The energy spectrum, R(E), of e± that are created by colliding power–law protons with
energy index s = 2.75. The vertical axis is the log of number of e± created per unit
volume, per second, per energy interval, and the horizontal axis is the log of the energy.
The scale on the vertical axis corresponds to a numberdensity of protons equal to unity.
For a numberdensity N , the vertical axis must be multiplied by N2. The particles that
are responsible for most of the emission are determined by the energy at which the
function E2R(E) peaks, which occurs between 100 MeV < E < 500 MeV. The shape
of the spectrum depends only on the physics of particle collisions and decays,25,26 and
at high energies has the spectral shape R(E) ∝ E−s.25 The spectrum therefore contains
spectral information of the parent proton distribution, as well as determines the shape
of the resulting synchrotron spectrum. It therefore acts as a link between the form of
the proton energy distribution and the observed synchrotron spectrum.
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